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Outline
• Brief remark about superconductivity in A3C60

• Our view on the experimental evidences of light-
enhanced Tc: the key actor is the excitation 
responsible of the anomalous mid-IR optical 
behaviour 

• Molecular spectrum of C603-: strongly-bound odd-
parity spin-triplet excitons

• Role of those excitons in the mid-IR response and 
in the light-enhanced superconductivity
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• pairing mechanism: molecular vibrations of Hg 
symmetry Jahn-Teller coupled to electrons

• Jahn-Teller strengthened by correlations rather 
than weakened   



transient reduction of σ1 
with respect to equilibrium 
that extends up to 200 K, 

twenty times the equilibrium 
Tc ≈ 20K, and much higher 

than TcMAX ≈ 40K !!!

pump-probe experiment: 
pump pulse of 300 fs with 
MIR frequency; optical probe



original interpretation:
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the pump frequencies where a superconducting-like 
signal is observed seem to accumulate around the 
T1u vibrational modes ➪ excitation of those modes 

is thus responsible of the phenomenon 

T = 25 K



all theoretical explanations assume the phonon-
driven interpretation and argue for a light-

enhanced effective pairing strength



simple-minded theorist’s interpretation:

the phenomenon is 
correlated with the 
still unexplained 
MIR absorption 
peak at 55 meV 
rather than with 
the T1u modes

(1)



De Giorgi, 1994

T1u(2): 𝛎2=71meV

T1u(4): 𝛎4=173meV

T1u contribution to optical 
absorption is indeed negligibly small

T = 300 K



• in K3C60 the transition occurs 
by gap filling rather than gap 
closing

equilibrium 1ps after irradiation

the laser cleans out 
thermal excitations from a 
pre-existing gap rather 
than increasing the 

effective pairing strength 

➪ it effectively cools down 
the system  

(2)



indeed, even though at T = 300 K the optical 
response cannot be fit anymore by a 

superconducting one, still the low frequency 
reflectivity transiently increases as if the 

temperature were lower

equilibrium

1ps after irradiation



change of perspective:

(1) the phenomenon is due to the 
excitation responsible of the 
mysterious MIR absorption peak 
observed in equilibrium at 55 meV

(2) the laser pulse transiently cools 
down quasiparticles, eventually below 
the equilibrium Tc



let us start from

(1) the phenomenon is due to the 
excitation responsible of the 
mysterious MIR absorption peak 
observed in equilibrium at 55 meV

(2) the laser pulse transiently cools 
down quasiparticles, eventually below 
the equilibrium Tc



De Giorgi, 1994

T1u(2): 𝛎2=71meV

T1u(4): 𝛎4=173meV

how do T1u modes partecipate at all 
to absorption despite they are 

uncharged? 

T = 300 K



Rice & Choi theory (1992)

t1u
t1g

dipole allowed transition

photon

t1g

t1u

T1u vibration

the photon can decay into a T1u vibration 
via a virtual t1u → t1g transition

the whole process is intra-molecular!



Let us therefore study the isolated 
C603- molecule taking into account 

both (t1u)3 and (t1u)2(t1g)1 

configurations 

t1u

t1g

1135 meV



Let us therefore study the isolated 
C603- molecule taking into account 

both (t1u)3 and (t1u)2(t1g)1 

configurations 

t1u

t1g

1135 meV



Molecular spectrum without Jahn-Teller coupling
A.V. Nikolaev and K.H. Michel, J. Chem. Phys. 117, 4761 (2002)
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huge exchange splitting 

∼ 2 eV of the 90 
(t1u)2(t1g)1 states!



Why such a huge exchange splitting?

• strong dipole-dipole interaction between t1u 
and t1g electrons acting within a subspace 
of 90 (t1u)2(t1g)1 states! 

F1 = 456 meV

F2 = 99 meV F2 = -77 meV F2 = 154 meV

t1u t1g



we still need to include the crucial 

Jahn-Teller coupling between the 

quadrupole moments of the t1u and t1g 

electrons and the eight fivefold 

degenerate Hg vibrational modes 

… but 



• single-mode approximation:

• Qmu ∼ Y2m — quadrupole operators of t1u

• Qmg ∼ Y2m — quadrupole operators of t1g (opposite to t1u!)
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realistic value

for realist values of 
EJT the molecular 
spectrum in the 

presence of JT effect 
comprises a low-spin 
S=1/2 2T1u ground 

state and close by a 
high-spin S=3/2 4Ag 
excited state with 
opposite parity 

anti-adiabatic approximation



variational calculation of the full quantum problem

despite its high spin S=3/2 
the 4Ag low-lying excited 
state has a JT distortion 

stronger than the 
molecular ground state, 
and different from the 
latter, unimodal w.r.t. 

bimodal 



it is very tempting to assume 
that the 4Ag molecular state 

turns into a genuine spin-triplet 
exciton in A3C60, with a huge 
binding energy ΔET ∼ 1eV

• the dipole-dipole F1 Slater integral will be 
reduced by screening but not as much as F0

a super-exciton!

can such exciton explain the mid-IR 
absorption?



the 2T1u → 4Ag odd-parity 
transition has the right spatial 
symmetry but the wrong spin 

is it really a problem? 

… not really, since A3C60 are close to 
becoming AF insulators the excess spin 

can be easily reabsorbed by S=1 
particle-hole excitations 



site 1 site 2 

Hg modes 

hν 

(2) (1) 

(4) (3) 

J 

light-absorption process with the concurrent 
absorption of a thermally excited paramagnon:

excited 
paramagnon

the paramagnon has been annihilated!



T=25K

• Aexc(ε) narrowly peaked at 30 meV
• 𝛘’’(ε) that of free quasiparticles 
with 100 meV bandwidth

• pre-factor fitted by imposing 
that the peak value is the 
experimental one, 300 Ω-1cm-1
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change of perspective:

(1) the phenomenon is due to the 
excitation responsible of the 
mysterious MIR absorption peak 
observed in equilibrium at 55 meV

(2) the laser pulse transiently cools 
down quasiparticles, eventually below 
the equilibrium Tc



assumptions:

• both exciton non-radiative recombination time 
and vibration decay time ≥ few ps: no heating 
effect during the 300 fs pulse duration 

• strong quasiparticle-quasiparticle collision rate 
able to establish local equilibrium 



in the 300 fs time of the pulse duration
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• Teff after the laser shot can be substantially lower than 
the external value — thermal S=1 particle-hole 
excitations being absorbed so that IR pumping can 
reach the exciton energy

• Teff can be lower than Tc despite the external 
temperature being higher



Conclusions

• the molecular spectrum of C603- shows a strongly-bound 
odd-parity triplet exciton 

• such exciton might be responsible of the anomalous mid-
IR response of A3C60

• … and might also provide a simple explanation of the 
light-induced transient enhancement of Tc 

• the same mechanism might as well be functioning in 
other correlated metals on the verge of a Mott transition 
showing IR absorption peaks attributable to excitons or 
other long-lived localised excitations that could equally 
well play the role of entropy sinks. 


